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Recent tweets



Common Fallacy

Data  ≠ Knowledge

The more data one has 
the smarter they need to be!

This is great for us – jobs awaiting!



The Mythical Man-Month

a common belief is that a task completion 

amount of work  /  ( people * time )

Seminal book written in 1975 by Fredrick Brooks

It is about software engineering but applies to any 
sufficiently complex task

Conclusion  the ideal team size is very small  3-5 
people, above that

Adding more people makes the work complete slower



A short tour of BedTools

1. modify genomics coordinates

2. find intersection between coordinates

3. merge, subtract and complement intervals

4. extract sequences that correspond to intervals

the intersection is by far the algorithmically most difficult task



Alter intervals slopBed/flankBed



The same with an AWK program

The base of every program that manipulates a GFF, 
you can insert your custom code at line 5.

(if the GFF has comments it needs to be filtered)



slopBed with AWK



Strand aware slopBed with AWK



Extract sequences

Some operations create annotations in BED coordinates! 

Never just assume - always remind yourself of the output on a known interval!



Merge intervals

The output is a tab delimited – short BED format 

Most likely this is because it is not obvious what it should do with the other fields.

Use a custom program to turn it into another format



Subtract intervals



Quintessential task

• Find all the reads (lec12.bam) that overlap 
with the 200 bp upstream of the 5’end of a 
gene

1. Generate the intervals of interest  with a 
bedtool or an awk program

2. Intersect the two files



note: there is a missing chromosome name that needs to be removed
the genome.txt file is from lecture 12 called yeast-genome-size.txt



Homework 13

1. Generate a file that contains the genomic sequences that 
are outside of coding and promoter regions of the yeast 
genes. Define a promoter region as 200bp upstream of 
gene. Visualize the results in IGV.

– How many such sequences did you find?
– Submit a screenshot of the tracks as seen on the next page. 

(Note: remove chromosome 2-micron from the genes.gff file 
or add an entry for chromosome 2-micron to the 

genome.txt file)



Possible output

genes

slopped

merged

complement


